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FAR850
Fabarm SDASS Pro

Telescopic Stage 2 12/76
Pump Shotgun 

CG150 B cal. 12  76 mm  8  I.C.  51  93.5  
1330.00 € incl.

tax

This pump shotgun benefits from an extendable stock and a pair of folding flip-up type sights (riser +
front sight).
With its adjustable stock, its lightweight Ergal 55 frame, its flip-up type folding sights and its heat sink on the
barrel, the Fabarm SDASS Pro Telescopic Stage 2 shotgun has a tactical look and offers an effective solution
and versatile, both for sports shooting and for law enforcement.

Chambered in caliber 12/76, the Fabarm SDASS Pro telescopic Stage 2 is equipped with a barrel tested at
1630 bars. This allows it to fire lead substitute cartridges (steel, zinc or nickel balls) if you shoot near wet
areas.

Struck with the Tribore emblem, the barrel sports a unique design which aims to improve both the internal
and external ballistics of shots.

This method involves the use of an extended connecting cone upstream of an oversized barrel, aiming to
minimize friction and recoil. A second conical section will follow, reducing the internal diameter of the
assembly to create a Venturi effect. This narrowing results in increasing the flow speed of the stream while
decreasing the internal pressure. This results in an increase in the kinetic energy of the projectile thanks to an
acceleration at the muzzle of the gun.

51 cm (20'') barrel with Tribore HP bore, muzzle brake and cantilever
Barrel finish: Satin bronzed
Choke: Inner HP Accuracy
Color: Cerakote Carbon gray
Ergal carcass
Telescopic stock (265 to 340 mm) with cheekpiece
Composite stock and forend
Pistol handle with non-slip grip
Handguard with grooves and recess to improve grip
Adjustable and folding sights
Suspender rings: Anchoring allowing passage of the sling from 9 to 12 o'clock
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Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


